
Trussville Parks and Recreation Co-ed Kickball League 
 

General Rules: 
 

 An Umpire will be provided for each game. TPR will supply a game ball for usage.  
 Appropriate footwear must be worn while on the field of play; players may not play barefoot.  
 Umpire is responsible for making calls on “no pitches”, strikes, outs, and runs scored each game. 
 The Umpire’s call is the final decision in all matters. NO DISPUTES WILL BE ALLOWED. 

 
Umpire, Field Supervisor, and Scorekeeper are trained and responsible for conducting games in a 
professional manner. They are empowered at their discretion to give a Warning and/or Eject any 

player that instigates arguments, foul language and/or flagrant abuse towards opposing team, staff, 
or umpire. 

 
Alcohol is not permitted at the fields. No bottles, cans or cups of alcohol may be present at the 

park/fields before, during or after a game. 
 

 A team can have up to 15 players; though no more than 10 players can be in the field each inning. 
 Each team will be allowed to bat up to 11 players; any additional players will then substitute for a 

teammate and take over their spot in the lineup and in the field.  
 Game Eligible requirement: There must be at least 4 women and a total of 8 players at the 

scheduled start time to be "game eligible", otherwise the game will result in a forfeit.  
o If both teams have less than 8 players or less than 4 girls, then the game will start at its 

scheduled time. 
o Only registered players can play for each respective team.  

Note: “Per League Coordinator; If a team cannot field a minimum of 8 players, then the
 opposing Team Captain must approve the addition of registered players from another team.” 

 

 Forfeit games result in a 10-0 victory for the opposing team. 
 

 The kicking order/lineup will be exchanged amongst the opposing Team Captain/Head Coaches 
and Umpire, prior to start of each game. A copy must also be provided to the scorekeeper, as well. 

 
 Teams are allowed to have first base and third base coaches. 

 
Playing Rules: 
 

1. Each game will be 6 innings or 60 minutes in length; whichever comes first.  
For shortened games due to rain or other externalities, 4 full (3 ½ with Home team ahead) 
innings = an official game.  

2. No innings will start if one team is ahead and the clock is under 2 minutes [after the third out is called]. 
3. If after the completion of 6 innings the game is still tied, 1 extra inning will be played: 

a. Each team will start the at-bat with a runner (last recorded out) on 2nd base.  
b. The team with the higher run total at the end of the extra inning, wins the game. 
Note: max of 2 “extra” innings during regular season; will play until winner in playoffs. 

4. Pitcher/Roller Position must release the ball BEHIND the designated mound and within two feet 
of the mound (mirroring the two feet on each side of the home plate strike zone). 

a. The Roller CANNOT sidearm or roll the ball overhand. 
b. The Roller MUST roll or bounce the ball multiple times in route to home plate.  

5. Un-kicked balls (not exceeding 6 inches in height/cross plate or two feet off) will result in a strike 
call by the Umpire. 

6. Any ball more than 6 inches off the ground when it crosses the plate is considered a “no pitch.” 
7. Each kicker is allowed 4 Foul balls or 3 strikes; whichever comes first; to put the ball in play. 
8. A "double-kick" or the ball bouncing up and hitting the kicker after a kick is considered a foul. 



9. Once the ball is rolled, the roller can advance past the imaginary line between 1st and 3rd base. All 
other fielders must wait until the ball is kicked to cross the imaginary line.  

a. If a fielder (other than roller/pitcher) comes across that imaginary line before the ball is 
kicked and fields the ball, the kicker is automatically safe at 1st base. 

10. The kicker must wait for the ball to reach home plate before kicking the ball.  
a. If any part of the kicker's "planting foot" (non-kicking foot) is in front of home plate when 

they kick the ball, then the kick is considered a FOUL ball.  
11. An OUT is recorded: 

a. If a kicker fails to put the ball “in fair territory” after 3 missed kicks or 4 “foul” kicks.  
b. If a runner(s) leads-off or runs prior to the kick. 
c. If the ball is caught in the air by a fielder. 
d. If the runner is hit by a thrown ball [shoulder height and below] as they run to the next base.  

Note: If a player ducks to avoid a throw and gets hit in the head, the player is out.  
e. If a fielder has control of the ball and touches a base before the runner reaches the base. 
f. If a runner is hit by a ball kicked by one of their teammates while in between two bases; 

regardless of where the ball hits them. 
g. If a runner impedes a fielder from fielding a ball (i.e. bumping, pushing or distracting the 

fielder while the fielder is in the motion of playing a ball). 
Note: If the runner crosses home plate during the 3rd out in the field and the 3rd out 
was a force out, then the run does not count. 

Base Running Rules:  

12. Runners are NOT allowed to lead-off from a base or steal a base. Runners CANNOT leave their 
base until the ball is kicked. If the runner leads-off or runs prior to the kick, the runner is 
automatically out. 

13. If a fielder impedes a runner from reaching a base (i.e. "blocking the base or baseline"), the 
runner will be considered safe at the intended base. 

14. If a ball is caught in the air by a fielder, runners must return to their base and "tag-up" before 
advancing to the next base. If the ball beats a runner to the base they were on before they "tag-
up", the runner is out. 

15. In-Field Fly Rule is NOT IN EFFECT. Though, if a player intentionally drops a ball as determined 
by the umpire, then all runners are safe at the next base; including the player running to 1st base.  

16. Runners are not allowed to slide into a base. If the runner slides or ducks to elude the ball and is 
hit while off the base (including the neck or head), they are out. 

17. If the runner runs outside the baseline, to elude a ball thrown at them, they are out.  
18. Pinch Runners: Pinch runners are allowed only when a player on base is injured. When a player 

requests a pinch runner, the last recorded out will be used in their place.  
 

Fielding Guidelines:  
 
19. The catcher must be at least 2 feet behind the kicker and cannot move forward until ball is kicked. 
20. All teams must field a “roller” and a catcher; regardless if they have less than 10 players present. 
21. If the ball is thrown or kicked by the defense out of the field of play, each base runner is granted 

one additional base.  
a. If any player on the offensive side knocks the ball away from the defense on purpose, the 

runner will be out and no one is allowed to advance further on the bases.  
b. The Umpire determines when the ball is considered “out of play.” 

22. If someone fouls out, the play is considered dead as soon as the “foul out” occurs, and no runners 
can advance. 


